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Write It Down

Live It Out

Pray It Up



Liberty & Legalism
Romans 14:1-23 / Sermon Notes

THE BIBLE MEETS LIFE: How do I spend most of my time?

    THE POINT       Avoid stumbling others through strict legalism or sinful liberty.

 

WHAT DOES THE BIBLE SAY?

 Criticize: Criticizing others over insignificant issues triggers _____________________.

 • Weak (v. 1) - Spiritual maturity is not a prerequisite for fellowship.

 • Dispute (v. 1) - “Inward opinion”. Non-essential differences should never cause division.

 • Judge (v. 4) - Our standard is based on scriptural principle, not subjective preference.

 Analyze: Analyzing ourselves over eternal issues requires total ____________________.

 • Judgment (v. 10) - A rewards ceremony reserved for 
     Christian conduct, not salvation.

 • Each One (v. 12) - You have enough to answer for 
     and worrying over someone else is not one of them.

 • Account (v. 12) - “Report, explanation”. Our future 
     reward is based largely on our present faithfulness.

 Jeopardize: Emphasizing our preferences over spiritual issues threatens __________________.

 • Kingdom (v. 17) - Holding onto our preferences makes us hopelessly out of touch with 
     God’s priorities. 

 • Peace (v. 19) - Service that God accepts is full of purity, peace, and pleasure.

 • Edify (v. 19) - That which does not build others up must be torn down.

 • Work (v. 20) - The surest way to upset the work of God is to insult His servants.
         

	

 1. Resolve relational conflict with love, humility, and understanding.

 2. What in your life is hindering a closer walk with Jesus?

     3. Encourage someone with words of affirmation & appreciation.

Answer Key: 1. confrontation, 2. confession, 3. cooperation 

NEXT STEPS

“Only one life will soon be 
past. Only what’s done for 

Christ will last.” - C.T. Studd


